The GOOD news is that TOP-NOTCH SCHOLARS WITH PH.D.S IN ACCOUNTING, FINANCE AND MARKETING WILL DISCOVER A HEALTHY JOB MARKET TODAY AND PROBABLY FOR MANY YEARS TO COME.
Back to the GOOD news: The pulse at Baylor’s Hankamer School of Business remains strong, even though recruiters are seeing increased competition for professionals and finding that some jobs wait for professors longer than they would have in the past.

“We have been fortunate in the last two to three years to get great faculty,” says Charles Davis, chair of Accounting & Business Law and the Walter Plumoff Professor of Accounting. “They are finding us and we are finding them.” However, adds Davis, the accounting applicant pool is at an all-time low. And even though the last few years have been fruitful overall for his department, this year marks the third one that he is seeking a tax professor.

THE BAD news is that THE NUMBERS OF PEOPLE TO TEACH STUDENTS WHO WANT THOSE DEGREES ARE DISAPPEARING BY THE HUNDREDS AND NOT BEING REPLACED.

Chris Pullig, assistant professor of Marketing, director of The Keller Center and winner of 2006’s Young Researcher Award, is the kind of high-quality, teaching and research professor sought after by top tier universities.
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“Because of Baylor’s Christian mission, there seems to be a natural interest in development work and what seems to be a general interest from students and faculty in international programs.”
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he says. “It also provides resources for research and direct access to data and generally just support for research.”

Other things that universities have done to attract faculty is to limit their teaching load, which is pricing some schools out of the marketplace, and to pay one of their lecturers to get a Ph.D. “We’ve seen a few limited cases of those,” says Trapnell. “We’d like to see that grow more, but it is expensive.”

His agency sponsors a program called Professionally Qualified (PQ) Faculty Bridge Program, a seminar for people in industry who want to test the waters of academia. “Our standards allow for schools to hire appropriately qualified people with masters’ degrees, but you can’t populate your whole faculty with that and maintain accreditation,” he says. At least 50 percent of the faculty must be academically qualified or have a doctorate, according to AACSB standards. So there often is room at universities for people in industry who might want to make a career change.

The PQ seminar zeroes in on academic life and teaching skills, and was first offered last year at the University of California at Irvine. The next one will be in May and another may follow in the summer. After working with Irvine and the University of Southern California, the accrediting agency will move around the country to metropolitan locations, Trapnell says.

Baylor’s Christian environment sends a powerful recruiting message, professors note. Wakefield, who obtained his MBA at Baylor and his Ph.D. at St. Louis University, returned five years ago to become the chair of the Marketing department. “I was attracted by the opportunity to be involved in a university where scholarly productivity is important, but also accomplishing a mission with a higher purpose and influencing students who will go into the workplace and have a positive influence because of their training here at Baylor. I can’t imagine being as committed or loyal to another university.”

Van Pham, professor of Economics, came here for many of the same reasons. A native of Vietnam, Van Pham left Saigon as a seven year-old, along with his mother and two sisters, in 1975. He came to the U.S. in 1976 after living in a refugee camp in Guam for a year. He grew up in St. Petersburg, Fla., and then went to college at MIT. He got his Ph.D. in Economics at Cornell.

“My research has an international dimension and focuses on poor countries,” he says. “Because of Baylor’s Christian mission, there seems to be a natural interest in development work and what seems to be a general interest from students and faculty in international programs. The existence of the McBride International Center at the Hankamer School of Business is an example. This interest in international programs and with developing countries was especially attractive to me.”

Kendall Artz, chairman of the Department of Management & Entrepreneurship, came to Baylor in 1995 after working at both Hewlett-Packard and Norwest Corp., which is now Wells Fargo. He teaches strategy and is coordinator of BEST, a business honors program for seniors.

Although his opportunities in the corporate world were excellent, he found himself wondering what he wanted to do with the rest of his life. “I wanted to work in an environment where I could still work in (strategy) and have an impact on people’s lives, more than in the corporate setting.”
He’s been department chair since 2001 and has done a lot of faculty hiring over the last four to five years. “We always tell them that Baylor allows you to do things that you cannot necessarily do at other institutions. The Christian environment impacts the way people interact around each other, the way they conduct themselves. The students generally have the same world view. The environment is supportive and collegial.”

Artz, who recently won the Hankamer School of Business Teaching Excellence Award, notes that Baylor offers a balanced model between research and teaching. “We value research and go after people who are doing that, and those are the same characteristics that top tier schools would go after. But we also care about the teaching dimension. We are not saying that other schools don’t, but not to the extent that we do. If you like working with students, Baylor’s the place to be.”

Professors often say they can attract others to Baylor because of its Christian heritage, the work environment, and the balance between research and teaching, reasonable tenure requirements, and the reputation of its business programs. “Once you start getting faculty active in academic circles and networks, these things spread,” Davis says.